
Orkney Field Club
                                                                                Founded in 1959

     Aim:  To encourage the study and conservation of the natural and cultural heritage of the County

Stephen Jenkinson, familiar around Deerness as Custodian of the Information Centre at the Gloup, treated 
Field Club members to an absorbing and thought-provoking talk at their Club Night on March 18 th 2011. 
Using his slides of a visit to Madagascar, he illustrated some wonderful and unique wildlife whilst raising  
significant questions about how the natural world and people interact, often with intriguing parallels with 
Orkney.

The island of Madagascar, on the Tropic of Capricorn, 400 miles from Africa’s coast and equivalent in size  
to the United Kingdom, has three main habitats and Stephen’s slides took us to each: rain forest in the north, 
savannah in the west and a temperate zone to the south-east. For many years a French colony, it has Asian  
influences as well as African. It is of course one of the world’s poorest countries - living standards are 
amongst Africa’s lowest, with low life expectancy and the birth rate 6.5 children per woman; roads are often 
only mud, and basic sanitation is often missing, even to the point where cholera can occur.  Agriculture – we  
saw paddy fields and sisal fields, and livestock which have evolved to suit the climate – is a mainstay of the  
island’s economy;  making a living is hard, and Stephen showed us something of local industry,  with an 
approach to sisal extraction and rope production far removed from Health and Safety considerations, with  
workers aged before  their  time.  We saw a shanty town which had sprung up around emeralds  recently 
discovered. In this setting, tourism has great potential to contribute: the dilemma is how to reconcile the 
short-term needs of the population with preservation of the environment on which their future may depend.

Madagascar broke away from Africa some thirty million years ago, which has enabled its wildlife to follow a 
path all its own, with some 200,000 species altogether; excepting birds, 95 per cent of its flora and fauna are  
unique. We saw remarkably coloured chameleons, tiny tree frogs, strangely shaped baobab trees and much  
more; we heard eerie wildlife calls; but above all Madagascar is home to the lemur, which has evolved into  
almost 100 species. Small animals weighing only a stone or so, they can match human longevity. The ring-
tailed lemur is perhaps most familiar, but we saw amongst others the bamboo lemur, occupying its particular 
ecological niche and discovered only 25 years ago, and the nocturnal brown mouse lemur with its cute,  
bright eyes.

It is not only the wildlife – recently celebrated by David Attenborough – that has charted its separate path; 
long before European colonial influences, the native culture evolved with its particular beliefs and taboos: no 
swimming in the volcanic crater made sense after a tourist drowned there, but the perils of whistling on 
certain  beaches  or  walking  behind  special  stones  were  less  obvious… We saw beautiful  buildings  and 
intricate carvings, and heard of elaborate rituals.

Smiling faces were often evident in Stephen’s slides and he recalled the folk of the island as lovely, happy  
people. The challenge of survival, with a rising population, is having its environmental impact though. Much 
of the savannah in his photographs was not natural but man-made through “slash and burn” deforestation to 
increase food production; in turn of course this threatens the wildlife. The island has beautiful reefs which 
are not yet protected, so that damage by boats is common. Even the place of people within this picture is not  
clear: for us a National Park is a place where people live and work, but the parallel concept in Madagascar is  
of a wilderness free of inhabitants.

Altogether, although Stephen had taken us to a very different world, we were conscious of parallels much 
closer to home. We thanked him for sharing with us some of Madagascar’s unique beauty, and were left  
reflecting on how present livelihoods may be achieved - but alongside the preservation for the future of what  
makes each island community special.


